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unlike with the top torrenting sites, you wont find any help on the pirate bay. it doesnt matter how often you ask
for tips. there is no community on the site. theres also no way to report inappropriate comments or accounts,
which might be illegal under certain circumstances. private torrenting sites are a secure way to upload and

download torrents. just like public torrent sites, private sites often provide access to movies, music, and other
content. but once youve found a site youre happy with, its unlikely to ever be shut down. you can download
torrents directly from your browser or download them from the site you want to upload to. theres no need to

download an extension or use a torrent client. while its possible to share torrents from a private site, theres no
guarantee that the content will be safe. for the best private torrenting experience, use a vpn to obfuscate your ip

address when you torrent. popular vpns include private internet access, surfeasy, and cyberghost. luckily, its
unlikely to happen. and even if it does, you can still download torrents directly from the site. while file hosting

services like fileserve, rapidshare, mega, and more have their own issues, most of them are safe to use. these sites
are legitimate sources for torrents because of the large number of legitimate users who share and upload torrents

on them. theres a good chance that torrents you find on these sites are legitimate. an uploader is the user who
creates a torrent file. you can tell how many seeds (seeders) and leechers (peers) a torrent has because those

numbers appear in the title of the file. however, an uploader does not always have to be the person who created
the file, so an uploader is anyone who has uploaded the content to a file sharing site.
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i chose the vpnunlimited
dvvpn service because it has
a more extensive selection of
apps and privacy features. it
also offers a longer refund

period than vpnunlimited. but
there is a catch: you must
download the service onto

your device and then pay for
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it. vpnunlimited is built into
the world’s most popular
torrent clients, so you can
download the service as a

standalone app at the same
time. well, there is no benefit
to running vpnunlimited from
a web browser. the service is
only useful if it’s embedded
within a torrent client like

vuze, or if you run a desktop
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client that already has
vpnunlimited installed. (why
you would want a desktop
client and not a lightweight
app is beyond me, but it’s a
choice you’ll have to make.)

vuze is the world’s most
popular torrent client and one
of the most popular desktop
clients period. its a great app

that runs seamlessly on
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windows, mac, and linux, and
even has an android app. it’s
fast, offers many options, and
is very well-maintained. there

are even two versions of
vuze: the latest version is
vuze 5.4.9, which includes

the latest features like auto-
playlists for movie and tv

shows. the earlier versions of
vuze are more stable and
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have fewer bugs. expressvpn
also offers a kill switch, so
you can temporarily block

access to the internet when
youre streaming to avoid

being disconnected. if youre
going to be downloading

torrents, you should use a
vpn that blocks ads, such as
airvpn. i also liked the simple

and clean interface that
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expressvpn provides. the
main screen shows your
name, your country of
residence, and your ip

address. the advanced search
feature lets you filter results
by category and status. the

torrents page also has a clean
and user-friendly design.
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